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STOCHASTIC ANTICIPATIVE 
CALCULUS ON THE PATH SPACE 
OVER A COMPACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD 
By S. FANG 
ABSTRACT. - In this paper, we shall first give another expression for Cruzeiro-Malliavin structure equation, 
by means of the Skorohod integral. The torsion tensor with respect to the Markovian connection used in [CF] 
is computed. This is the key step to establish a Stroock-like formula of commutation on the derivative of the 
Skorohod integral, which enables us to prove an It6 formula. As an application, we shall give a maximal inequality 
for Skorohod integrals following [AN2]. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Introduction 
The Skorohod integral on BBd extending the It6 stochastic integral, allows the ingredients 
to be anticipative with respect to the brownian filtration [Sk]. It enjoys some basic properties 
of It6 stochastic one like mean zero and locality. However, it does not enjoy the property 
of martingale. The major difficulty in the theory of anticipative calculus comes from the 
fact that the powerful tool of martingale goes out of the setting. It is well known since 
Gaveau and Trauber’s paper [GT] that the Skorohod integral is identical to the divergence 
operator on the classical Wiener space. The Malliavin’s stochastic calculus of variations 
provides an alternative tool. We refer to [NP] and references therein for this theory. In 
a recent work, E. Albs and D. Nualart[AN2] have established a satisfactory maximal 
inequality for Skorohod integral where the derivation “in the future” on the anticiping 
processes was explicitly involved. In this article, motivated by their work, we shall deal 
with the stochastic anticipative integral on a Riemannian manifold M, similarly introduced 
as the divergence operator on the Riemannian path space Fm,(A4) (see [Fa], [CM], [CF]). 
In our setting, we shall encounter a new difficulty which comes from the Lie bracket 
phenomenon: the Lie bracket of two vector fields is not no more a vector field , but defines 
a tangent process on Pm,(M) (see [CM], [Dr3]). 
In order to make the approach of Albs-Nualart effective in our situation, the key step is 
to establish a Stroock-like formula of commutation on the derivative of Skorohod integrals. 
This is a quite complicated task, contrary to the case of the classical Wiener space. In fact, 
the Lie bracket [hl, hs] of two constant vector fields hl , h2 on Pm,(M) will be involved. 
By [CM], we know that [h,, h ] 2 is not a vector field but a tangent process. Therefore 
it defines only a directional derivative. Using the Skorohod integral, we can express the 
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Lie bracket on a cylindrical function E’ in terms of the gradients of p. The advantage 
of this expression is it is intrinsic, independent of the expression of F. But a trace term 
D,9,,D,.pF will involve. Inspired from [CM], a modified Markovian connection taking 
account of the Ricci effect, was introduced in [CF] to express an inequality of energy. 
This inequality will be essential in our estimation. 
The It6 stochastic parallel transport f:to on the Riemannian manifold M defines 
a canonical parallelism on the path space pmt,,(A4). Therefore we have two ways to 
differentiate a vector field on pin,(M). The covariant differentiation with respect to some 
connection is a natural object in differential geometry. However, given a vector field 2(-f. T) 
on P&M), using the stochastic parallel transport, Z(y. T) can be written in the form: 
where { ei . . c:,!} is an o.n. basis of T,,,<, M. 
So the derivation D,,, “at the time s” in Nualart-Zakai’s sense on the components E:, seems 
more relevant to the anticiping aspect. The Markovian connection, as an intermediaire tool, 
allows us to use the geometrical results on Pwto(M) obtained in [CM] and in [CF]. 
The stochastic calculus of order 2 is an useful tool in stochastic differential geometry 
(see [Em]). The theory of anticipative calculus of order 2 has been developed by A. Grorud 
and M. Pontier (see [GP1,2]). 
The paper is organised as follows. In section I, we shall recall some elements of stochastic 
and geometrical analysis on lPn,,,,( M). We refer the reader to Driver’s exposition paper [Dr2] 
for more details, but in this work we shall follow the formalism in [FM]. Section II is a key 
step in our work. We shall deal with the stochastic integral term in the Cruzeiro-Malliavin 
structure equation, by means of the anticipative integral. The torsion tensor will be then 
computed explicitly. In section III, we shall establish a Stroock-like commutation formula 
for the derivative of anticipative integrals. Due to the phenomenon of Lie bracket, severals 
supplementary terms will appear, comparing with the Wiener space case. In section TV, 
we shall explicite an energy inequality obtained in [CF] by means of D,,,, which will be 
essential to obtain a satisfactory estimate in the sequel. A reasonable Sobolev space ID:(x) 
will be introduced. In section V, we shall establish an It6 formula for anticiping processes 
defined by Skorohod integrals. The main idea is inspired from Albs and Nualart[ANl]. To 
avoid the delicat problem of domain for Skorohod integrals and for our convenience, we 
shall give the formula by taking the expectation. In section VI, following the method of 
[AN2], we shall establish a maximal inequality for anticipative integrals. Finally, in the 
appendix, we shall remark that the formula of integration by parts for heat kernel measures 
can be deduced from a formula of integration by parts for anticipative integrals. 
I. General framework 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold (of dimension d). We consider the following 
path space 
lFm,(A4) = {y : [O; l]+A4 continuous ; y(O) = m,} 
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where m, E J4 is a fixed point. Stochastic and geometrical analysis on Pm,(M) has been 
developed in the last years (see [AM2], [Bi], [CF], [CM], [Dr1,2,3], [EL], [ES], [Fa], 
[FM], [Hs], [Le]). In this work, we shall follow the formalism of [FM]. 
1.1. It6 map 
Denote by O(M) the principal bundle of the orthonormal frames over M. The Levi-Civita 
connection on M defines d canonical horizontal vector fields Al, . . . ? Ad on O(M). Let 
X be the classical Wiener space of d-dimensional brownian motion: X = C, ([O; l], I@). 
Consider the following Stratanovich s.d.e: 
(1.1) h,(r) = 2 A,&-&)) o dz”(r), r,(O) = To, 
n=l 
where r, E O(M) is a fixed frame by which we shall identify I@ with T,, M. Let 
II : O(M)+ M be the canonical projection, denote: 
(1.2) ~~(7) = Wrz(T)) and I(z)(r) = x(7). 
Then ~-+y~(7) is a brownian motion on M and the It6 stochastic parallel transport 
along yZ is defined (see [Ma]) by 
ty 7-O = r,(T) 0 7-i’. 
Let ~1 be the Wiener measure on X, define : v = ,U o 1-l. Then the It6 map I becomes 
a measure theoretic isomorphism between (X, ,u) and (Pm,(M), v). In what follows, we 
shall use freely this isomorphism. 
1.2. Ricci effect 
Let 0, be the curvature tensor on M read in the frame T 6 O(M) and Tic, be the 
Ricci tensor: 
r&.(a) = -&Q.(e,,,o)e, ?a E T,,<>M, 
a==1 
where {el!. . . , ed} is an o.n. basis of T,, M. 
In this paper, we shall use the dot to denote the derivative with respect to the time 
r. Denote 
W = 
1 
h : [0, l]+T,“M ; h(0) = 0, 
.I 0 
l IM)l$"c"M &- < -too}. 
A vector field 2 on Pm,(M) is the data of Z(y,7-) E TycTjM such that z(y, T) = 
2i,,Z(y, r) satisfies 
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In what follows, we shall work with z(y, 7) according to the parallelism I;&,. An 
element h E W, seen as a constant vector field on F’,,,JA4), will play an important role in 
our work. Recall that z(y, T) is adapted if z(~:~, 7-) is adapted to Brownian filtration FT 
generated by {z(s) ; s 5 r}. Now, for a vector field z, we define: 
(1.3) S(z, 7) = i(-y,, r) + iric, x(y,, 5-) 
where 
ric, = ric,.= ~~1. 
Let Q,,, be the solution of the following resolvant equation: 
(1.4) 
1 . d&T,, 
dr 
= -Tnc, QT+ ) Q.q,, = Id; r > s. 
Then the inverse map of z+2 is given by: 
0.5) 
or in the form: 
(1.6) 
1.3. Sobolev spaces and cylindrical functions 
Let h E H, consider 
(1.7) q(~, h) = -1’ O(odx, h) and (a,“(~, T) = 1T exp {E~(s, h)} dx(s) +&(x, 7-). 
As q(s, h) is a skew symmetric matrix, s-~?~(z, .) is a quasi-invariant transformation on 
X by Girsanov’s theorem. Denote 
(1.8) cr,h=Io~‘,hoI-l. 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. - Let q > 1, F E Lq(P,,(M), v). We say that F E IV: if there exists 
DF E xq such that: 
D,$ = { ~},=, = 1’ < D,F(y), h(7) >T,,,M dr holds in all L4’ (q’ < q), 
where 
xq = ~(7, r> E TmoJJ; E { ,u(y,r)(’ dr)“* < +co}. 
Clearly, the class C of cylindrical functions written in the form: 
F(r) = fhh), . . . > Y(W)) , f E C”Pf”> 
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on P,“(M) is contained in IV: for any q > 1. For F E C, we have 
(1.10) 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. - Let F be a function on Pm,(M). We say it is cylindrical at the level 
of O(M) if it is of the form: 
(1.11) Q--Y) = fb-&I>, . . , r,(m)> > f E C” (WV”). 
We shall denote by FC the space of the cylindrical functions at the level of O(M). Let 
h E W, F E C, the function DhF is not cylindrical but it is cylindrical at the level of 
O(M). In fact, let f = f o II. Then (see [CM p.1501) 
(1.12) 
where 8h denotes the Lie derivative along A, on the ith component of f”. We have 
the following relation: 
Dh(C) C FC and Dh(3C) C I&‘: for all q > 1. 
For F E J’X, denote: 
(1.13) 
IlE’ll~~ = w14)+~ (I’ ,D,F,2d$ ‘I2 and AT = the completion of FTC by 11. (Ia; . 
It is not clear if &(Fc) C A:. 
1.4. Formula of integration by parts 
Let z be an adapted vector field on Pm,(M), define: 
s 
1 
S(z) = <k(7), dx(T) > . 
0 
Then we have (see [Bi], [Drl], [FM], [Hs], [ES], [EL], [Fa]): 
THEOREM 1.4.1. 
(S 
1 
E < D,F, L(T) > d7. = lE(FG(h)) 
0 > 
when F E JT and h is an adapted vector field or F E W,P for some q > 1 and h E W. 
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1.5. Markovian connection 
Now let ~(7, T) be a T,,,,,M-valued process, /I, E H. 
DEFINITION 1.5.1. - We say that the derivative of u along h exists ifjtir some y > 1, 
Obviously when z E W, (Dha) exists for all h E H. 
DEFINITION 1 S.2. - ([CFj) Let z be a vectorfield on PV1,(M) such that (D$) exists, we 
define the covariant derivative qf z along h by 
(1.14) f%(y. r) = (D&y, r) - q(-r, h) $7: 7). 
PROPOSITION 1.5.3. - Let h, z E W, we have: 
(1.15) I’ 
1 
DhS(Z) = 6(V/J) + <h, ,i > dr. 
.o 
1.6. Stochastic anticipative integrals 
DEFINITION 1.6.1. - Let u be a T,,<, M-valued process, we say it is a simple process if 
it is of the following form: 
(1.16) qY,d = 
Forever if F; E 3C 
it is in C(x). 
Now for a simple 
5 Fi(~)k(d 3 Fi E 3C and h; are adapted vectorjelds . 
i=l 
and hi E I-U, we say it is in 3C(x); if Fi E C and h.; E E-4, we say 
process u, we define (see [Fa]): 
(1.17) 
fl 
/ 
. 0 
qr). &(r) = $(, @hi) - .l’ < D,Fi, hi(~) > a,): 
i=l 
then it is clear that: J; 4r) . (iy(4 E Q>l W,“(o”,,(M)) if u E 3C(x). 
PROPOSITION 1.6.1. - We have: 
.I 
1 
(1.18) E(G u(r) . c&(r)) = E < D,G, u(~,T) > dr , G E 3C. 
0 > 
In particular, E (Jt ~(7) . f&y(~)) = 0. M orever if u E 3C(x), then (1.18) holds for 
G E W;. 
Proof - It follows from (1.17) and Theorem 1.4.1. n 
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II. Cruzeiro-Malliavin structure equation 
Let h.i , h2 E W and P E FC, denote 
D[hl.h# = Dh,Dh,F - DhzDhlF. 
It was proved by Cruzeiro and Malliavin in [CM] that [hi: ha] defines a tangent process. 
More precisely for F E C 
(2.1) 
where Ch,.h2 is an adapted vector field defined by 
(2.2) 
The above equality (2.1) was extended by Driver [Dr3] to the functions F E 3C. It 
follows easily that when R(hl, hz) = 0 for all r E [0, 11, [h,, h2] is an adapted vector 
field on Pm,(AJ). This condition is very restrictive, but it was sufficient to give an energy 
inequality for stochastic anticipative integrals, working with some specific vector fields 
(see [Fa] and [CF]). However for the purpose of our work, the condition R(hi, hz) = 0 
will not be satisfied. So we have to deal with the term R(hl, h,) o dz. The inconvenience 
of (2.1) is it depends on the expression of F. 
2.1. Another expression for Lie bracket 
Denote R,(u,b) = i C~=l(Cq,n)r;(,j(a,b)e,; then we have 
J’ 
T 
O(hl, h2) o dx(s) = 
0 I’ 
7 R(hl, hz) dz(s) + 
. 0 .I’ 
T R,(hl(s), h2(s))ds. 
0 
Let {cl,... , Ed} be the canonical basis of Rd. Denote: e,, = T, E, for cy = 1, . . . , d. 
Nowforj=l~...Nandc~=l,... , d, let Z,?,, be an adapted vector field defined by 
&(7) = l( T<T3) %(hl, h2)eCy where %(h, b) = %,(r)(h~(7), b(7)). 
Then by (1.6), we have: 
therefore 
(2.4) 
d N 
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The process ,~,(r) = C;“Y, < t;,,., (djf). f!(> > i?j,c,(T) = Cfil (a:,, .f) k,,,,(T) is ;I 
simple process. By (I. 17) 
(2.5) l 
/ 
‘\ 
- 
I 
< D, <t;;+, ,(8,/f). I:,,>. Zj.(y(r) > dr, 
. 0 
By (2.3), we see that: 
(2.6) ku.(r) = b2,(h,l: hz2) D,F - tric, /T dt),.,s 12,(hI, h2) D,-Fds. 
<>=1 . 0 
On the other hand, we have 
‘“.;J 
c < D, < t(& (i?,f). e<y >; ij,&) > =< D, D,.,E: bZ,(hl, h,z)e,, > 
j=l 
1 I- -- 
2 I 
-CD, D,5.,F. ric, Q,+ fh(h, h)e, > ds 
. 0 
where we have denoted: D,,,,F ==< D,E’, e, >. Now combining (2.4)-(2.7), we obtain 
finally: 
1 ‘T 
--I 2 CD, D,s,,, F. ric, QT,.- fL(h,l, hz)e, > ds dr. . 0 1 
According to (2.1), we obtain the following expression for Lie bracket on cylindrical 
functions: 
THEOREM 2.1.1. - Let %‘jhl,h2(~) = -R,(hl(T), h,(7)), then we have: 
DlhhlF = D1,,,,,‘2F+Dci,l.,rLF 
h2) D,F - fricT 
I 
‘T QT.3 R,(hl, h2) D,qFds] . &(T) 
. 0 
<D, D,,, I? R,(hl; hz) eru > 
1 
” -- 
2 I . 0 
< D, D,?., F, ric, QT,$ O,?( hl: hz)e, > ds] dr. 
Remark. - The sum of two last terms in the above equality is equal to some kind of 
stochastic anticipative Stratanovich integral on lP~~O(M). This fact has been emphasized 
by R. LCandre (see [Le2]). 
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2.2. Torsion tensor 
In this section, we shall compute the torsion tensor with respect to the connection 
defined in (1.14). 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. - Let hl ? h2 E W, we define the torsion between hl ,112 by: 
(2.8) T(hl,hz) = vhlh2 - vh2fll - [W~,21. 
THEOREM 2.2.2. - Denote kfh,,&(7) = -!j si Qr,,sric, (Jl RE(h,l, h,2) c&r;(<)) ds, then 
,for F E C, we have 
1 .T -- 
I 
< D, D,,, F; ric, QT,,? R,(hl, h,n)e, > ds 1 dr. 2 . 0 
In particular, when ct(hl, hz) = 0 on [0, l], then T(hl, h,) = 0. 
Proqfi - We have: 
Let ,?3~3~ (,B < A) be the canonical basis of so(d), then 
By [FM,p.260], denoting by (0,~) the absolute parallelism on O(M), we have 
< 8, Dhr&) >= h(7.), < w, DhTr(T) >= d7, h); 
or equivalently 
where E;lA denotes the fundamental vector field on 0(M) defined by 
E&(r) = { $7 exp (-EEm)};=O. 
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ru=l ,{<A 
We have LE;~ ric = EHX ric - ric EVA; then 
Dh, A,(T) = i [& h;‘(r) (.LA,ric)7+q(7, h,) ric, - ric, q(r, h,)] hz(.~). 
ru=l 
Now by definition (1.14), we obtain: 
Remark that: d(q(r. /~~)h,~)(r) = q(7: hl)jL&) - R(od:c, h1)hp; then 
-A- l T 
Vh,h2 = -q(7-, hl)h2 - -ric, 
2 I 
q(s, h!& ds 
. 0 
+ iric, 
.T 
I . 0 
b2(odz, hl)h12 + -1 5 h; (CA,ric)7 h,2(7-). 
<YZl 
It follows that 
Now by second Bianchi identity (see [KN, p.135]), 
We have seen: &T fl(hl; h2) o dz = JO7 R(hdl, h,) dx + JOT R,y(hl, h2)ds. Then by (2.1 l), 
we obtain 
Vh,h - Vh2hl = Ch,.t12 + J’i,.h, - i lTcl,,.ric,q([ (2(hl; hz)dx(<))ds. 
Now by 2.1 .l, we obtain the result. n 
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III. Stroock-like formula of commutation 
Consider a constant vector field z E H. Let V,,,.z(r) be the kernel function such that 
for all h E W, 
(3.1) 
’ II ’ IVS,oIz(~)(2 dsd~ < +cc and f: J” VS,~z(-r)hCY(s) ds = C(T), h E W. . 0 . 0 a=1 0 
3.1. Explicite expression for Os,a~(y, 7) 
Denote: a,,,(<) = l(S<c)ecu. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. - Let 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
then 
(3.4) V,+(Y,T) = K,a(.z)(~) - irk 1’ QT,~Vio/(Z)(EME. 
Proof. - Replacing h*(T) = &t l~,,,)h”(s)ds and q(r, h) = C, Jt q(T, i-),,,)k(s)ds 
in (2.10), we obtain: 
V,,,(z)(~)k~(s)ds for all h E H. 
Using (1.6), then 
The following result will be useful in the sequel: 
LEMMA 3.1.2. - For any p 1 1, we have 
(i) qsuPlldv%,cM) < +m; 
S,T 
(ii) +PIIK&,~)Ilp) < +cc. 
S,T 
Proof. - As the manifold M is assumed to be smooth and compact, so the geometrical 
coefficients are bounded. Hence by Burkholder’s inequality, we obtain easily (i). (ii) follows 
directly from (i) and the definition (3.2). W 
As a consequence, we give: 
COROLLARY 3.1.3. - Let q > 1, there exists a constant cy > 0 such that 
C[E(.ln%l IVs,,z(7,r))2ds,lr)s]1’q < cq llzll~ for z E I-U. N 
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3.2. Formula of commutation 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. - Let u be a simple process in Fe(x), we dejine: 
(9 For x E W, Dzu(~) = C;“=, D,F, hi(T), and DR,,,u(~) = CF!, D,s.,Fi A%(T). 
It is clear that D,u(T) and V,?U(T) are simple processes if u E C(x). Then for u E C(x), 
.I 
1 
0 
vzu . d+) = 2 [u,F~ 6(hi) - Do, D,F, + F, s(v,h) - D,,,,FJ. 
i=l 
In what follows, we shall denote: UP(T) =< u( 7 ! eLj >. Before stating the main result ) 
of this section, let’s introduce some notations. 
DEFINITION 3.2.2. - For z E W, we define: 
Then SUP~,~,~ INz,p(z)(<, 71, s)l < CIIZIIH. And by Burkholder inequality, for any q > 1 
(3.7) 
THEOREM 3.2.3. - Let u be a cylindrical simple process in C(x), x E W; then 
(3.8) 1 
J’ s 
1 .l 
DZ u . &y(T) = v,u . &y(T) + 
&I 
0 J 
<&ii> dr 
0 
1 1 
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where 
T 
(3.9) ii(r) = u(r) + itic, I 
u( s)ds 
. 0 
Proof. - By definition: Ji u . C&(T) = C; (Fi S(hi) - Dh, Fi) ; then 
I 
1 
DZ u * 27(r) = C(D,F, 6(h+) + Fi D,S(hi) - D,D/t%Fi). 
* 0 1 
Now using (1.15), D,S(h;) = S(V,hi) + &! < E,k > dr. It follows 
J 
1 
DZ u . &(r) = c [D;F, S(hi) + F; 6(&h;) + Fi 
I 
1 
0 i . 0 
<6,iLi> do- O,D,,Fi]. 
Hence, 
I 
1 1 
(i) DZ u . c&(r) - 
I 
v,u. &y(r) 
. 0 . 0 
= 
a s 
F; ‘<D,~i>dr+DI.~D;F,-D,Dh~F,+D,;,,F;] 
i 0 
.I 
1 
= <i,Q> d7 + C[D~h,,zlFi + DvzhlFi]. 
0 
we have: ~(h,~, ,z) = Vh,,z - V,hi i [h,, x] or [hi, z] + V,hi = vh,z - T(h;, z), and 
(ii) 1 1 
= 
a-s 
< D,Fi k:(s), V~,~Z(Y, T) > drds 
i,a 0 0 
1 
I= 
w 
1 
< D,tf(s), V,,,z(y, r) > dds. 
a 0 0 
Now by Theorem 2.2.2, we have: 
- c T(hi, 4Fi 
c D-v,J? = x I’ <D,Fi, G(T)> dr 
i i . 0 
1 1 
= < D,Fi, 
s 
V&&y, +q(s)ds> dr 
0 
ZZ- c 1’ <D,Fi, Mh,,z(.$) > ds + I/’ < D,D,,,F;, R,(h;, z)e, > ds 
i 0 i@ 0 
1 1 
-- as 
1 
> 
2. 00 
l(,<,) <D.&,,F;, t-k Qs,$$(h, z)e, @d-s 
a,ff 
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By definition (3.5), we see: <il = - C, .,;:I;: < Dsuu”(~), N~(T. s) > k~- ds. And by (3.6), 
we have: 
It is easy to see 
1 s -- 
2 . I ric, Q,., fit, (&,, 0 >,z)Dcu”(~)d<)d~] &(s). 
Now according to (i) and (ii), we obtain (3.8). n 
LEMMA 3.2.4. - Let u be a simple process in Fe(x), then we have: 
Using Lemma 3.1.1 for V,,, h; and summing on i in (i), we obtain the result. n 
DEFINITION 3.2.5. - We define : 
(3.11) 
A 
C&(T t)(s) = Kt(r, +(t<,+$, m(s) = -iric, /’ fl,(&,,,&,,tJ) dz(l). 
. 0 
(3.12) 
~~,/j+, s)(t) = c~;~~, W4 + &Q.,t dt, &,a)~, ci,pk, 4w = c:,& w, 
and 
(3.13) hl,&, s)(t) = fJ~,,(~, s)(t) - b%.,(c s)(t). 
THEOREM 3.2.6. - Let u be a cylindrical simple process in C(x), dejine: 
(3.14) Tl(u)(t) = ii(t) + k 1’ rict Q(E)d<. 
t 
(3.15) 
mu)(t) = c I'll I’ 
1 
< Dsua(7), bn,,~(~, s)(t) > dr ds+ < q(t, &,o>Dtu”(~), eg > 
a ’ .a
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Then We have: 1 1 1 
D 60 .I U(T).&(T) = .I Af(Du)(s) + &(s) + Vt,&) . (iyw 0 0 
+ T!(u)@) + T&)(t) + Tjy7L)@) + T!(U)@). 
Proof. - For T2, by Lemma 3.1.1, we have: 
1 1 
/.I 
< D,suol, &J(S) > dr ds 
0 0 
11 
II 
.I’/ 
<Dzua, Kx(~, sM.9) - ds, &,a).;(4 
0 0 
1 s 
- j 
.I 
o Q~,E [Kh Ml) - d1, %+K>] dl> dr ds 
1 11 
=.I U-I < DsuQ, b&(7, s)(t) > dr ds i(t) dt. 0 0 I 0 1 
Now by (3.5), (3.11), (3.12), we obtain TV. For other terms, applying Theorem 3.2.3 
and a straightfoward computation leads the result. n 
It will be useful to estimate Tl(u) , TV : Ts(u) and T4(u). 
LEMMA 3.2.7. - Let t, E [0, 11. Suppose that U(T) = 0 on [to, 11. Thenfor t > t,, we have: 
(4 lw4(~I I c 
.I 
oto bKl4~ 
(ii) There exists two radorn variables BI, & E n,Lq($,,0(A4)) such that 
(iii) IT&)@)1 I C 1” dr/’ lDsDs,,4+~. 
0 t 
(iv) 
Proof. - For t > t,, we have: C(t) = irict JiO u(s)ds. Then (i) follows from (3.14). 
(ii) follows from (3.11)-(3.13) and (3.15). (iii) follows from (3.16) and (iv) follows from 
(3.17). l 
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IV. AN INEQUALITY OF ENERGY 
4.1. Inequality of energy 
Let u be a cylindrical simple process in C(x). Severals a priori estimates on 
qJb’4T) . W)12) h ave been given (see [Fa], [CM], [CF]). In this section, we shall 
explicite an estimate in [CF] in terms of Dsu, which improves that in [Fa]. The following 
result is taken from [CF, p.4131: 
As what we have remarked in section 2.1, applying (2.1) for functions in 97, the same 
argument as in [CF] shows that the above inequality still holds for simple processes 
u E 3C(x). 
THEOREM 4.1.1. - There exists a constant C’,f > 0 depending on the geometrical 
coefficients of the manifold A4 such that, denoting 
(4.2) Q = Gr(suP l14(%%,J12 + 1) 
S,T 
for all u E 3C(x), then 
(4.3) 
Proof. - Denote: U(r) = so7 U(S)&. By (3.10), we have: 
(9 
We have: 
(ii) f: IC,p(s,r)12 5 2 
fl=l 
[SUP Ilrco(sJI12 1’ 14$12ds + SUP Ilq(v%,cY)112 I,(#]. 
S>T 0 8,T 
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Let G(Y) = 2 Cf=l[su~s,r IIKJs,~)112 + SUP~,~ 11d~,&,,)ll"]. BY definition 
of K,, there exists a geometrical constant such that Cl 5 Q. Then by (ii): 
Ct,,j_, J$i I~:,,(s, 7)12dsd~ 2 QJi ju(s)12ds. The same computation gives: 
d 1 1 
c l’I’ 
I&&% T)12dSdT 5 & 
(Y,)ckl .o. 0 .I 
“l lu(s)l2ds. 
Now according to (i), we obtain (4.3). n 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. - For any q > 1, there exists a constant c4 > 0 such that: 
(4.4) 
q~14Y.~i.~i?c~,~z) L cq [[E (~11~(7)12d7)ili’q+~(~~11D11L(7-7),2dsd7)]. 
4.2. Sobolev space Al(x). 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. - For u E .X(x), we define: 
6) 
(ii) AT(x) = the completion ofFC(x) with respect to II . 111,~. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.2. - The inequality (4.3) holds for u E AT(x), 
LEMMA 4.2.3. -Let u be a cylindrical simpleprocess in 3C(x), and a, b E T,,Oki. Dejine: 
4s) = Q&, b(s) 
1 
and w(s) = -2ric, , 
I 
o’ Qs,&W 
Then the processes u , w E A:(x) 
Proof. - Let 7r = {to < tl < . . . < tn} be a partition of [0, l] and 1~1 = supi It;+l - &I. 
Consider 
,L-1 
‘u”(s) = c %(a, ~P[t*,t,+,[(M4~ 
i=O 
Then 17 E 3C(x) and we have: 
(9 
n-1 
.u”Cts) - 4s) = C(%(a, b) - %(a, b))lrt,,,,+,r(s)u(s). 
i=O 
It follows that as I~l--+0, 
.I’Iw”(s) - w(s)12ds = 2s’” I(f2tJu,b) - Qt,(a,b))u(s)12ds 
i=o tc 
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Then by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
Now by (i), we have: 
~Twdw - &&) 
n-1 
Z 
a( <n:*(ul6),D,,,r,(t;)> - <62:,(a,b),D,,,r,(s)> > 
l[,&+,[(S)U(S) 
i=o 
+ (%(a,b) - R,(a,b))l[t,,t,+,[(S)DI~,(Y u(s)}. 
It follows that to prove 
it is enough to prove: 
We have 
And as j~j-+O, 
By (2.9), we have: 
It follows that 
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Therefore, as ]X ] +O, 
5 c ITIE { .I o1 lu(s)12ds + E( sup IIt fi(cdz, e0)i2 1’ ]~(s)/2ds)}-+O. It-SlQr s 
Therefore ‘u E Al(x). For w E AT(x), we shall use Lemma 4.2.4 below. Firstly, for all 
r E [O, 13, we have: 
In fact for a partition 7r of [O,T], using 4.2.4, the same argument as above prove that 
for all q > 1 7 
converges to 
.I 
Q;‘v(<) d< in A:. 
0 
Secondly, consider 
Then w” converges to 
LEMMA 4.2.4. - Denote 
(4 
w in AT(x). n 
Qr = QT,o. Then for T E [O, l] fixed and all q > 1, 
QT E AT > Q;l E A;; 
1 l-7 
(ii) R,>cuQr = -;QT 
.I 
Q;’ <ric;, Ds,ardl)> QE 4. 
0 
Proof. - Let 7r = {to < tl < . . . < tn} be a partition of [0, 11. Consider Q; which 
satisfies the following differential equation: 
dQ: 
dr 
= - +ictt Q; for r E [t;, ti+l[ and Qz = Id. 
Then QF can be written in the form: 
QT = exp -i(r - ti,rictz} Qt for 7 E [t;,titl[. 
{ 
It follows that for all T E [0, 11, QT E 3C. Now by standard argument, we see that QF 
converges to QT in A:. W 
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V. Ito Formula 
Let u be a simple process in C(x). Denote & U(T) . &(T) = Ji (~lp~r)(~) . &(r). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. - Let T = {to < tl < . < TV} be a partition cf [O, 11. Denote by 
1~1 = supk Jtk+l - &I. Then 
N-l 
(.I 
tk+l 
(5.1) u(y, s) . &f(s) 
tk. 
Proof. - Let II, = cj Fi ki. We have: 
(9 
in L1. 
- 2 c F; c (.If:“’ hi . h(s)) ( ltk+’ < D,TFj, hj > dr) 
ij 
+C I$ 
1. 
tk+I *tk+l 
<DsF&> ds <D,F’&> ds 
k tk 
YZ &i,:Il;n 
>(I * ti > 
-2cF4” +xIff. 
ij i.i i.i 
We have: 
s 
tk+l . 
h; . &(s) = 
tk. s 
tk+1 
<jLi!dx(s)> +L 
tk. 
2 lr+’ <ric, Jli iLi(<)d[, dz(s) > . 
(.I 
tk+l . 2 
> (.I 
ta+1 
hi. ix(s) = 
tk tk 
<h,j,dr(s)>)2 + f(~~+kic,~~iri(~)dt,, d~(s)>)~ 
(s 
tk+ L 
+ 
t!? 
<hi,dzO>)(~~+‘<~c~~~hi(F)d~, dz(r)>) 
= ak,l + ak.2 + ak,3. 
It is well known that: limlT~+OCk(Jt~” < ki!dz(s) > )” = Ji \&(s)(‘ds in L2. On 
the other hand, we have as )TI+O: 
-c ric, .I’ iLi([ dz(s) >) 2 5 C (nl2 .lo’ (&)(2ds+0. 
tl, 
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It follows that 
f&2 = lim 
Id-+0 c 
ak,3 = 0 in L1. 
k 
Therefore: 
(ii) ’ &(s)12ds in L1. 
We have: 
<D,F,&(s)> d s)2 5 FE(i”+1,DsFj,2ds) 1;” (tlj(s)12ds 
I sup ( J tk+l k th ihj(s)12ds) E (1’ ,D,F,12ds) -0. 
Therefore limlxl-,O I$“[ = 0 in L ‘. It follows, according to (ii) that lim~,l+o J1f;nj = 0 
in L1. Now by polarization of (ii), we have: 
1 
,plo ,I;;“, = J <h;(s),&(s)> ds in L1. 0 
Hence 
F J 
1 
c FiFiI:i”* FiFi <ii(s), ii(s) > ds = 
ij 0 J o1 lu(s)12ds in L’. 
Now by (i), we obtain (5.1). n 
In what follows, we shall denote: Xt = & ‘IL(S). &y(s). Then Xt is a continuous process. 
DEFINITION 5.2. - Dejine 
(5.2) 
1 1 
D+ - s,D - I 
b?(~1[0,s[)(4 . Liy(4 + 
1 0 J 0 d: (Du. l[o,s[) (4 . &Cd + 2 T% lro,sr)(s) i=l 
and DTX = Cg=, Di,X ep. 
LEMMA 5.3. - There exists B1, BP, BS E nq>1Lq(Pm,(A4)) such that: 
(5.3) 
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Proof. - By 3.2.6 (i), 
6) IF I~l(qo,s[)(~~)12 L c E( i’ lll(o12dq. * 0 
BY 3.2.6 (ii), there exists G(r),C2(r) E II,L~(P,~(M)) such that 
(ii) 
By 3.2.6 (iii), 
(iii) E I~w~o,.s[)(412 L c q i’ 4 J” IDv&,lr(E)J2d~) 
.o .3 
and by 3.2.6 (iv), we have: 
Now denote: W(T) = u(~)1[0,~[(7-). By (3.3) - (3.4) and the fact q(~,d,,,) = 0 for 
s > r, we have: 
(5.4 
Denote: 
(5.5) GQ,~(T) = [K,,(li, 7) - $ic, ./; QT,cfL(s, i)@]q, 
0 
then we have: &p,+(7) = 0 for s > T and ~-+2 cY,a,S(7) is an adapted vector field. 
Therefore 
Let G(Y) = SUP~,~ C,,p I.G,P,~(~>I~ and C~(Y) = sups,7 C,,p Ifi(-T~,~)l~. Using the 
Lemma 5.4 below, Cd E 1&,1Lq. We have 
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By Theorem 4.1.1, there exists C5(y) E n,D(P,,,(M)) such that: 
Combining (vi) and (vii), we have: 
Denote vu(v) = 8’(D(~l~o,s[))(rl). Th en by definition (3.1 S), we have the following 
expression: 
(ix) 
,471) = I(,<,) 
J 
’ R,(et, ep)D,d(a)da - 1 ’ dcf ” ric,Q1),EQE(ee, ep) D+‘(c)d[. 
0 J .I 0 s 
It follows that: 
(x) J o1 Iv(q)12dq 5 c J s sdT l IDnu(T)12dT/. 0 s 
Again by (ix), 
Applying (4.6) and Lemma 4.2.4, there exits B E n&Q such that: 
(xi) ’ ’ JJ lDv4~)12d~drl 0 0 s <_B J J da 0 s ’ (D,u(a)12dq+ J’doJ’dqJ1 (D,,,D,,p(o)j2dc 0 s 0 
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Now using 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and according to (x), (xi), we obtain finally 
Now combining (i)-(iv) and (viii), we obtain (5.3). n 
LEMMA 5.4. - For any q > 1, 
(5.5) E(sy I&G.~~,S),‘~) < +m. 
Proof. - The relation (1.6) defines the inverse map of z--i. Then ZII,:I,R(r) = 
K, (s, r)e, . Therefore 
Let $(s) = s(Za,a,S). By expression of K,(s,r), we see that Y--$(S) is a continuous 
function. Now consider on C[O, l] the following fractional Sobolev norm (see [Ah41]): 
We have: sups l+(s)] 5 CJ]$I],,y. Then for ‘1 > 1, 
(5.6) 
Therefore, to prove (5.5), it is enough to prove: 
(9 E(qqs) - qq)l”“” 2 cyr - syq. 
By Burkholder’s inequality, 
’ (ii) E [J < K,(s, 7) - K,(t, ~1, dz(~) > lzpq _<CE(il J]K(s, T) - K(t,T)11% Y 0 ) 
Using (3.2), for s < t, 
Ilm+ - Wdll I c 1 ( [s>tl +CII J’w+)II). c1 s 
It follows that 
.I’ llK(s, T) - ~(t, T)II~~~ < c[e - s) + C II /’ wodz, a”]. 
0 0 . s 
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Using again the Burkholder inequality, we obtain finally: 
‘ l 
I(/ * 0 
))K(s,r) - K(t,T)~~2)pqdi]1’pq 5 C[(t - s) + I( E I( /tR(odi.c,)~~2~~)1’pq] 
(Y * s 
2 c (t - s). 
According to (ii), we obtain (i), the proof is completed. n 
THEOREM 5.5. - Let F : R-+lF! be a function of C2 such that F, F’, F” have polynomial 
grdwth, then: 
(5.7) E(F(X,)) = F(0) + 1 2 ,~tE(F”(X,~)lri,(‘)ds + I’E(F”(X,) < DQX.,u, >)ds 
. 0 
Proof. - Step 1. We suppose first that F, F’, F” are bounded. Using Taylor formula up 
to second order, we have, denoting: t; = g, 
2” -1 
F(X,) = F(O)+ c F’(x-,,)(x(t;+,)-X(t))+; ‘2 F”(X+,,,,)(X(t;+,)-X(t;) )2, 
k=O k=O 
where it+ is a random time between [t;.t’,“+, 1. To complete the proof, we need the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.6. - Let F E C2 such that F” is bounded, then 
(5.8) ‘2 F”(X,,,,z )( X(tz+,) - X(t,“,) )2-+ 1’ F”(X,)\~(s)l~ds in L1. 
k=O 0 
Proof. - The proof is same as in [ANl], according to Proposition 5.1. n 
LEMMA 5.7. - Let F E C2 such that F” is bounded, then 
(5.9) 
Proof. - Denote: 
I, = ‘2 F”(Xt;) /‘;” < D,Xtz, U(S) > ds - /t F//(X,) < DTX, U(S) > ds. 
k=O ’ t;f 1 0 
Then 
+ SUp 
Is-Tl<z-~’ 
IF”(X,) - F”(X,)l I’ ( < DtX,u(s) > Ids. 
-0 
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Therefore 
+IE WI> 
ls-r/<2-” 
,F”(X,) - E”(X,), /ill ( < ugx, 7L(s) > Ids). 
By (5.3), we see that 
q’ , < D,+X,%L(.S) > Ids < (E I” ,D:x,‘q2(E i” ,7L(s),2ds)1’2 < cc. 
0 . 0 . 0 
Therefore the second term in E(lI,,l) goes into zero as n+ + no. Now it is sufficient 
to prove: 
2”-1 r< 
(5.10) lim C E 
'tk+l 
rt++CK 
.I 
,D,Xq - D.:X,2ds = 0. 
k=O f” 1. 
By Theorem 3.2.6, we have: 
1 
Ds,,Xt;: = Lw[o.t~[)(~) b(7) 
.l 
+ 
J 0 
4 (D7Q;l[)(rl) . h(d + k T:(~~1~o,t~~Jb); 
i=l 
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We have, as n-+ + co, 
b6,n 5 2-‘” E 
According to (5.10) and (5.11), the proof of the lemma is completed. H 
END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.5. - By Lemma 5.7 and Proposition 1.6.1, we have, 
as n-+ + 00, 
2'L-1 
IE ( c F'(Xt; >(xt;+l - Xt,)) 
k=O 
= 2z E( F’(X,;)f+L(T) . &(T)) 
k=O I- 
= 2~E(F”(X,;) 1:;” < D,Xp,U(T) > dr) 
k=O k 
-+ 
.I 
k(< IqX,U(S) > ds). 
0 
Now by Lemma 5.6, the theorem is proved in this case. 
Step 2. Consider the functions ~!IR E C” such that 0 5 Ij’R 5 1, 
?JJR(E) = {; if 111 I R> 111 > R+ 1 
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and supR sup< I$&(<)] < +Lx. supn supE ]$~(<)I < fx. For a function F’ E C’, 
define: FR = F$R; then 
F; = F”$J~ i- 2F’7& -I- FI&. 
Therefore it exists a constant C > 0 such that IF;1 2 C (IF”/ + (F’I + IFI). By definition 
of X, for a cylindrical simple process in C(X), it is easy to see that for any y > 1: 
lE( sup Ixslq) < +x. 
5 
So by hypothesis on F, we have: 
E(sup IF(XJq) < +oo, E(sup IF’(XJq) < +m, E(sup IF”(Xs)jq) < +oo. 
s R s 
Denote: G = JFI + IF’1 + IF”). Then 
~01~(G(Xs)~u(s)~2) ds I E(~upG(X,)~~/a(s)l'ds) < +x10. 
I 
It is the same, according to (5.3) that: 
J ( 
’ IE 
0 
G(X,)J < D,;X,u(s) > I) ds < fem. 
Now applying (5.7) for functions FR and by Lebesgue dominated theorem, we obtain the 
result letting R+ + 00. n 
VI. Maximal inequality 
In this section, we shall consider the simple processes in the form 
(6.1) u= c Fi h, where Fi E C ! and /1; are bounded. 
Let p > 2, take a E] i, i[ . The main ingredient in [AN21 of establishing a maximal 
inequality for anticipative integrals is the use of the following factorization formula: 
1 
n- 
- zz 
sin an J (1 - Qa-‘<-“d< = J t(t - c)“-l([ - r)-“l(,<,)dt. 0 0 
We shall follow [AN2]. Using stochastic Fubini theorem for each term, we have: 
J 
t U(T).&(T) = y t t J [I (t -I)"-l(t - $al(,<<)dt 4~) . &(4 0 0 0 I 
sinaT t t = - 1 [,l (I - ~)-al(,<cp(~) . &Cd] (t -I)"-'dt 
7r 
sinar t 
=- 
7r J [I 0 , ot(f - T--%(T). &(T)] (t - E)“-ldl. 
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Then for p > 2, 
Therefore 
Denote 
(6.3) UE(T) = cc - Tw)l(~<~). 
Then uF is a cylindrical simple process in C(x), because of 
1’ IW) (E - 4-al(r<<)12dT I llhilloo i((C - T)-2”dT < +co. 
0 
Now take F(I) = 111” for p > 2. Then F satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5. Let 
X$ = $ UC(T) . &y(7) for t 5 I. By It8 formula (5.7), we have: 
E(IX,ElP) = y I) J’ lE(lX:(p-21U&s),2)dS 
0 
J 
t 
+ P(P - 1) qxp--P < D,‘X,E,U&) >)ds 
< y l) O[E IX,EpJ ] 5 [E IU&s)(P ] %ds - 
0 
+ p(p - 1) 
.I 
ot [E Ix:Ip ] e [q<DQX:,uE(S) > Ifpds. 
Let G, = E(IX:lp) and 
(6.4) JL=“(“;~)[E lu~(s)lp]~+p(p-l)[E(I<D~x~,u~(s) > lg)]t 
Then Gt < s,l Gsy A,ds. By Zakai’s lemma (see [Za]), we have: 
Gt 5 (;~sA,d~)p’2. 
Then, according to (6.4), we obtain: 
E(Ix,El’) L cp[cl’[E b&)lP ]2’pds)p’2 + (.I’[E I<D;X,u&)>JP ]2’pds)p’2]. 
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Denote a(t) = (Ji[IE Iu~(s)/” ]L’ild;)*“Z, then 
a(t) = (s’[’ Iu(s)l” ] 2’p (( - s-2’L ds )I”I < I’ E(,u(s)y) (I - s-2cA ds. 
0 . 0 
Therefore by Fubini theorem, 
(6.5) 1’ u(I) d< = /’ ds [E Iu(s)I” 12” /‘(c - ~)-~“d( < $1’ ~((u(s),p)ds. 
0 * 0 . s 
Take 2 < p < 4 and let T = z > 2. By Holder inequality, we have 
E (<D;X,u&)>)” ]2’pds)p’2 
. [’ Iu(s)lr] “’ . (( - s)-“ds)p’z 
lD,+Xc12ds]Y’4. [l’iE Iu(s)lr]“‘(< - s)-*“ds]“’ 
+ + rl’[E (u(s)Jr]*“([ - .~)-2uds]p’(4-p) 
where we have used the inequality: ab 5 za4/P + yb4/(4-P). We have: b*(E) 
JJ E(j~(s)l~)(< - sp2”ds. Therefore, as in (6.5), 
(6.6) 
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Using the Fubini theorem as in (6.5) we have finally: 
h I E [OI 1’ 111(7)12d7], 
279 
Now according to (6.5) and (6.6), we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6.1. - There exists B E fl,,lLq(P,o(M)) such thatfor 2 < p < 4, we have: 
Remark. - We should add the term &i E]u(r)]rd T on the right side of (6.7) to be exact. 
The proper interest of (6.7) is when u is not adapted, the case where the Burkholder 
inequality is not applicable. 
VII. Appendix: Formula of integration by parts 
for heat kernel measures 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, let y(r) be the Brownian motion on M 
defined in (1.2). Denote 
H(R) = e : [0, 11-R continuous ,e(O) = 0 and 
{ J 
l l&)12ds < +m . 
0 I 
In a recent work [Dr4], B. Driver obtained the following formula of integration by parts. 
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THEOREM (Driver). - Let Y be a vectorjeld on M, f E P(M), then for any I’ E H(R) 
such that e(T) = 1, we have: 
qkf(dw) 
(7.1) = E [f(G”)) (-divY,p)+ < J$(T), Theo ./‘(i(%) - ;c(~s)rics) iL(s) >)I, 
0 
where divY denotes the divergence of Y and 2 denotes the It6 stochastic backward integral. 
We shall explain that the first alternative proof of (7.1) in [Dr4] is in fact the use of 
the formula (1.18) for anticipative integrals. 
Let e E W(W), define: z(s) = !(~)tz+~(Y&)). 
Then z is a vector field on Pm,(M) in the sense of section I-1.2. Clearly, z is not adapted 
with respect to Brownian filtration. Let { ei , . . , ed} be an o.n. basis of T,,<, M. Then 
d d d 
z(s) = C <~(s),e, > ecu = C <Y7(27), tstOea > e(s)e, = C Fa(7)h,(.~) 
a!=1 ru=l a=1 
where ha(s) = C(s)e, and F,(Y) = fCY(~(T)) and 
f&) =<Y(II(r)), &I(T) A,(T) >E C”(O(M)). 
Therefore 5(s) is a simple process in Fe(x). Denote F(y) = f($T)). By (1.18), we have: 
qww))) = q< YMm wdv >) 
= E (.I ‘T 0 < D,F, I > dr) 
We have 
I’ i(s) . h’(s) = 2 (F” IT <i,(s), dx(s) > -Dh, E:,). 
. 0 oi=l 0 
Now the calculation in [Dr4, section 41 leads to 
(7.2) 1’ .2(s).&(s) =<titT(Yyp)), IT (i(s)--~l(s)ric,) 2 z(s) > -divY,(q. l 
0 
In what follows, we shall give a slight extention of (7.1). Consider a vector field Y on 
M2 defined by Y(mi, ma) = (Yi(mi), Y2(m2)) where Yi , Y2 are vector fields on M, Let 
r1 < 72, and let Ci ,e2 E H(R), we define 
= (ptO JT’ (jl(s) - iP,(s)ric,) dz(s), t:,+. J’” @2(s) - ~~2(s)rics) 24s)) 
0 0 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. - Let f E Cm(M2) and Y(ml,m2) = (Yl(ml), Y2(m2)). Let ~1 < r2, 
then we have: 
where 
Proof. - Let 
l, ,C2 E H(R) such that !;(~j) = t&j. 
Then by (1.18), we have: 
Now using (7.2), we obtain (7.3). n 
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